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ABSTRACT
A team at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) developed SIMoN 
(System Integration with Multiscale Networks), a framework that connects predictive resource 
models from domains such as water, electricity, climate, and population, and passes data about 
resource usage and availability between models. SIMoN is useful for interfacing models with dif-
ferent native environments and geospatial definitions and can potentially be adapted to many 
other applications.

work and models was made open source in April 2020. 
SIMoN’s flexibility allows the user to introduce new 
domain models, compare results of joint model runs with 
different configurations, and adapt to new model types 
or domains. This is in contrast to stovepiped domain 
models or traditional integrated assessment models, 
where domain models are inexorably tied together.

SIMoN’s novelty stems from its treatment of geo-
spatial regions. Geospatial translation is a challeng-
ing modeling problem in integrated models, with each 
model operating within different geospatial scales and 
definitions such as counties, states, watersheds, and 
power regions. In SIMoN, geographies are structured 
by a partially ordered set of geospatial partitions, with 
a corresponding directed acyclic graph to organize the 
complex interplays between regions in numerous com-
patible shapefiles. SIMoN enables users to define con-
sistent aggregation and disaggregation maps for data 
transformation between disparate notions of geography. 
Consistency of data aggregation/disaggregation pairs is 
defined using a set of mathematical axioms, including 
a right inverse property. This limits the propagation 

With climates changing; populations growing; 
resources such as food, water, and energy becoming 
more and more scarce; and globalization creating com-
plex dependencies, new modeling techniques that can 
account for dynamic and interdependent systems are 
needed to evaluate resource sustainability. These tech-
niques must be able to adapt to many highly coupled 
domains and process the assortment of ever-evolving 
data and models that often use different units, defini-
tions, and geotemporal scales.

For the independent research and development proj-
ect described in this article, an APL team developed a 
new modeling framework that addresses these challenges. 
Called System Integration with Multiscale Networks 
(SIMoN), the framework connects predictive resource 
models from different domains, such as water, electricity, 
and population, and passes resource utilization and avail-
ability data between models. Each model takes discrete 
time steps and runs in its own Docker container. These 
containers enable a modular design and customized 
model environments and translate easily to a computing 
cluster for scalability. The initial SIMoN modeling frame-
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of error that can be introduced by the repeated data 
exchange between geography types at each time step. 
Once carefully defined, geospatial data transforma-
tions are performed automatically as needed by wrappers 
around each model. This unique approach to geospatial 
transformation can be extended to provide flexible tools 
to tie models together across domains. See Hughes et al.1 
for a detailed description of this approach.

The focus of SIMoN is to provide tools for combining 
existing models. Initial SIMoN experiments have focused 
on publicly available data sets and models with basic but 
representative functionality for proof of concept. Models 
currently implemented for demonstration include:
1. Two county-level population models extrapolat-

ing US census data2 developed for comparison: one 
implemented using the Holt’s linear trend method3 
and the other based on logistic population growth. 
Each model predicts county-level populations from 
the previous years’ data.

2. A simple model of per-capita power demand based 
on total state-level power sales in 2016.4 This model 
is modified by the change in global mean surface 
temperature to scale the demand for power genera-
tion in a first-order approximation.

3. A model of power generation that assumes genera-
tion always meets demand for each power region, 

specifically the North American Electric Reliabil-
ity Corporation (NERC) regions, then constructs a 
power production profile based on the generation-
weighted production of power plants within each 
NERC region. This profile is generated using US 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) plant-
level emissions and water consumption data.5 
Important outputs of this model include greenhouse 
gas emissions and water consumption for power 
plant cooling.

4. Data from climate models run by the scientific com-
munity, including Global Climate Model (GCM) 
runs such as GFDL-CM3.6 Results of these runs are 
based on representative concentration pathways, 
which represent scenarios of time-dependent green-
house gas concentration projections and can have 
outputs of near-surface air temperature, precipita-
tion, and evaporation.

5. An open-source climate model integrated into 
the framework, FAIR: Finite Amplitude Impulse 
Response simple climate model.7 This model takes 
in global emissions and converts them into green-
house gas concentrations and effective radiative 
forcings. Based on the effective radiative forcings, 
the model calculates the global mean surface 
temperature change.8

Population per county

Water demand per watershed CO2 emissions per NERC subregion

Climate model rainfall per latitude/longitude grid

SIMoN 
broker

SIMoN broker: manages joint model increments, communication, and database
Outer wrappers: publishes data and translates between geographies as needed
Inner wrappers (all colored outlines): model-speci�c connections to SIMoN

Figure 1. SIMoN architecture diagram with model output snapshots from the year 2050. Note: These results are intended to demon-
strate SIMoN modeling communication and should not be taken at face value until model validation efforts are completed. (© 2020 IEEE. 
Adapted, with permission, from Hughes et al.1)
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6. A new Python model for accounting for available 
water in the contiguous United States. The model 
follows the general guidelines used to determine 
water resource budgets for each area as described 
by the Michigan Water Resources Division assum-
ing a steady state water budget.8 Water availability 
is derived from input (rainfall) and consumption 
(evaporation, evapotranspiration, and human use) 
for each Hydrologic Unit Code 8 (HUC 8) water-
shed10 and transfers any unused water for a given 
year into the next downstream watershed.

7. A water demand model that calculates each US 
county’s water demand11 by multiplying its popula-
tion by its water consumption per capita and then 
adding its thermoelectric water usage from the 
power supply model’s output. To calculate water con-
sumption rates for each county, values for “thermo-
electric recirculating, total consumptive use, fresh in 
Mgal/d” were subtracted from values for “irrigation 
and thermoelectric water, total consumptive use, 
fresh in Mgal/d.” To convert this daily rate to an 
annual rate, the difference was divided by the coun-
ty’s 2015 population and then multiplied by 365.

It is up to the modeler running the SIMoN framework 
to decide which models to use and how these models 
should interact within the framework. An example joint 
modeling result is given below, representing predicted 
resource supply and demand levels in the continental 
United States in the year 2050. These results demon-
strate the capability of the system to integrate dispa-
rate models. You can see how the different overlapping 
geographies would present a challenge to data exchange 
between models as these models exchange data after 
each yearly time step, an issue addressed in the SIMoN 
wrappers shown in Figure 1.

Resource modeling predictions from SIMoN were 
compared to other state-of-the-art models for validation. 
These comparisons indicate that SIMoN’s integrated 
resource models are on the right track, for example yield-
ing water shortages in the same regions.12,13 However, 
validation efforts via backcasting (i.e., predicting the 
present with past data) indicate that SIMoN’s popula-
tion projections tend to grow too quickly, hastening the 
shortfall of critical resources. We theorize that this dis-
parity stems from the emerging phenomenon of popu-
lation growth slowing in response to technological and 
economic advancement, making historical populations 
alone a poor predictor of future growth. More sophisti-
cated population models are currently in development.

SIMoN shows promise as a general tool for inter-
facing models with different native environments and 
geospatial definitions. Since its purpose is to build a 
bridge between disparate domains, it has the potential 
to be adapted to many other applications. Next steps 
for SIMoN could include automatic consistency checks, 
tools for defining new geographies, metrics for model 

interdependency and joint uncertainty, native model 
validation support, and integration with machine learn-
ing methods. SIMoN’s ability to calculate metrics that 
span systems is the first step in a generalized decision-
making framework, which could optimize the develop-
ment and placement of new mitigation and adaptation 
technologies to address increasing demand, resource 
depletion, and the increasing pressures on human–Earth 
systems induced by climate change.
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